
Group 1: Before
“so the first [] component was the cloud, which not only represents the [] lack of 
clarity around what is an early career position [] but also the clouded path ahead 
of you. So it’s not at all visible where you are expected to go…”

“this represents [] a door or a brick wall just to show that [] this constant running 
into different things [publications, permanent contracts, family] just this 
constant, just this something else that you haven’t got.”

“the clock [] s slightly separated to the rest [] in that whilst I consider myself an 
early career researcher [] I’m not so early in terms of my age. And I face this 
constant, but when are you going to settle down, when are you going to get 
married, when are you going to have kids…”

“I think it also [] implies [] defined time limits [] grant applications.”

“And the pink thing, represents the female body.”

“yellow rabbit is the gatekeeper[]” 

“the green is the hoop that we have to jump through constantly and to me it 
represents the different languages to have to speak to people who work in 
research sites [as opposed to supervisors, in publications, etc.]” 

“And also it represents the vicious circle that we’re entrapped in.”



Group 1: After
“put a window in front of [the cloud] to try to make a bit more transparent”

“…that’s the piece that was a wall”

“our hoop is anchored down[] so we know where it is” 

“and then the clock we didn’t really know how to deal with[] so we made a 
middle finger”



Group 2: Before
“so this black box [] is the label of the early career researcher. So we don’t really 
know what’s in there [] the whole point is, trying to resist it from different 
perspectives and for different reasons.”

“My resistance is that I did want to be considered an early career researcher. But I 
also wanted to be acknowledged that I had chosen to take a career break to bring 
up two children. And that there wasn’t anything wrong with that. And so that any 
funding application that I apply for, it will say within four years or within 8 years, 
and I don’t fit any of those criteria because I chose to do longer than that.”

“The notion of the magnifying glass was because we all wanted to look closer at 
something. And what we were looking closer at was[] the identity of the early 
career researcher. And we decided that that was a double edged sword. Because 
an early career researcher is somebody who is put upon, [] but also somebody 
who on paper receives various forms of support and nurturing.”

“…and each person has a background and context which needs to be looked at 
individually to understand why you resist that label, or you want to have that 
label.”



Group 2: After
“…we flipped the logic because the, the thing about a magnifying glass is that you’re 
focusing very much in depth on micro issues. And we had a lengthy debate [] about 
what the level of granularity was at which this problem is posed and solutions might 
be found [].  Is it that individual people need to take actions or small groups need to 
come together, or we need to fight across an institution, or actually it’s to do with 
universities []. Is it even about universities? [A]s you make things smaller you have 
more chance of actually taking action, if you make things bigger you have a more 
chance of the action actually having the impact you want...”

“…it’s about resisting the bigger picture.”



Group 3: Person 1 Before
“I started with a pink ball and was very happy and coherent, but started being 
stretched in all these different directions, pulled in different ways. [It] pulled so 
much that it lost its center [] and it’s reaching out towards these gold stars which 
keep shifting."



Group 3: Person 1 After
“It’s still being stretched in all these directions, the gold stars are still there, but I 
filled the center. So there is a one year old and an almost 4 year old. And there’s a 
mountain for climbing and there’s a lake for swimming in, and, and there’s a little 
bowl for making food and cooking. And I just, this still persistent but [] I have a 
center to go back to.”



Group 3: Person 2 Before
“…the never ending loop, that feeling…you think you’re getting to the end of 
something and lo and behold, there’s a lot more that you’ve got to do [] and 
within that you’ve got these functions of research, which is blue, and teaching, 
which is white, and the leadership which is green, sort of sits inside the 
teaching [and] black [which is] self doubt.”



Group 3: Person 2 After
”I decided to stop seeing all the bits of my contract as distinct, and put them all 
together. [] The pebbles of hope.”



Group 3: Person 3 Before
“…the cats are the gatekeepers [] and what you’ve got is an impenetrable wall with 
a couple of gateways you know are there [] but finding them is difficult. [W]e’ ve got 
our early career researcher in the middle, doing a version of The Scream [] unsure 
how to get past the second cat, and the thing that you’re actually aiming to get is 
the fish [and when you get the fish it sometimes turns out to be something else].”



Group 3: Person 3 After
“Okay so now I’ve got a ladder. So you can get around the cats, you don’t have 
to get past them. And that is something I’m thinking in terms of strategies, uh, 
that we can generate [] but then when we get down the ladder we find 
actually that the fish isn’t [] the only option that’s available to us anymore.” 


